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THE INFLUENCE OF THE RATIO OF LENGTH AND RADIUS
OF A GLASSFIBRE ON THERMAL STRESSES

IN A GLASSFIBRE FORTIFIED PLASTIC

J.H.A. Harink

P. de Jong

A.G. de Waal

TJ.G. Zwartkruis

ABSTRACT

The influence of the ratio of length and radius of a glassfibre on thennal stresses in a glassfibre

fortified plastic is investigated. A first approach to this problem is the following: Look at the

stresses in a semi-infinite body with a cylindrical hole where on the boundary some displace

ments and stresses are prescribed. Mathematically, this problem can be reduced to solving a

Fredholm integral equation of the first kind.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1. Introduction

A relative supple plastic called polystyrene (PS) has been fortified with stiff glassfibres (see Fig.

1).

/~ PS

•
\... glassfibre

Fig. 1. A glassfibre fortified plastic.

The connection between the glassfibres and the PS is complete. If thermal or mechanical stresses
are put on the PS, then the PS can crack at those points where it is connected to the glassfibres. In

order to predict this type of cracking, it is important to know the stresses in the PS in the neigh
bouIbood of a glassfibre.
As an example we consider the problem of cooling down the plastic over fj.T °C. In this case

there are thermal stresses as a result of the different thermal expansivity coefficients of the PS and
of the glassfibres. We are mainly interested in the influence of the ratio of length and radius of a
glassfibre on these thermal stresses.

1.2. A mathematical model

We now present, step by step, a mathematical model for the problem. First of all, we assume that

the distance between the glassfibres is so large that they do not influence each other. Thus, we

may look at each glassfibre separately and consider an infinite matrix of PS which contains a thin

cylindrical body (the glassfibre). The length of the cylindrical body is 21, the radius equals R,

R « 1(see Fig. 2).
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1: Ilatrix (PS)

2: glassfibre
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Fig. 2. Model of a glassfibre in a PS-matrix

Both the matrix and the cylindrical body are made of linearly elastic material, but the Young's

modulus of the glassfibre (a measure for the resistance against deformations) is much larger than

the Young's modulus of the PS:

Eglassfibre =7.1010 Nlm2 » 3.45.109 Nlm 2 = Eps •

The Poisson ratio of the glassfibre and of the PS are assumed to be equal:

Vglassfibre =Vps = 0.3.

The complete space is subject to an uniform change of temperature

To -+ To + tiT.

(For example, take tiT =-30°C, cooling down.)

The linear expansitivity coefficients are respectively equal to

<XgJassfibre = 0.63.10-5 °C-1 , Oops = 0.63.1~ °C-1•

Since Eglassfibre »Eps , we can assume that the glassfibre expands (or shrinks) freely, Le. the

resistance of the matrix on the glassfibre is neglected.

The boundary of the glassfibre is glued to the matrix ofPS but, since the ends of the glassfibre are

not smooth, the contact at the ends to the PS is less complete. As a matter of fact, there is some

empty space between the ends of the glassfibre and the PS.

We are interested in the stresses along the cylindrical hole. Therefore, we replace the original

problem by the following simpler one: In an infinite matrix of PS we have an infinitely long

cylindrical hole (along the z-axis, see Fig. 3). In this hole there is a cylinder of length 21. The

boundary of the cylinder is attached to the PS and the displacement of the boundary of the

cylinder is prescribed. The complement of the cylindrical hole, Le. the cylindrical hole without

the cylinder, is free of stress. In this way, we only have to look at a matrix of PS with a cylindri

cal hole.
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Fig. 3. The simplified model
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Finally, because of symmetry considerations we can reduce the problem to a semi-infinite space.

We now end up with the following mathematical fonnulation of the problem, which is a reason

able approximation of the original problem.

The area G := {r,z I r > R, 0 < z} is filled with a linearly elastic material (PS) with Young's

modulus E =Eps, and Poisson ratio v =Vps (see Fig. 4).

I _,
~~'R

/

Fig. 4. Semi-infinite space with a cylindrical hole

On the boundary the following conditions hold:

(i) at z = 0, r >R: UZ = 0, trz = 0

(z-axis symmetry)
(1.1) (ii) at r = R , 0 < z < 1 : Ur = pR, Uz = pz

p=(aps -lXgIassfibre) l!J.T

(iii) at r = R , z > 1 : trr = trz = O.

The unknowns are
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the displacements Ur and uz'

the strains e", eee , ezz and en'

the stresses t" , tee, tzz and tn'

All these quantities depend on rand z only, since the problem is rotationally symmetric.

From linear elasticity theory we obtain the equations for the unknowns:

(1.2)

dUr Ur
e" =-, eee =- ,dr r

e =.!. [dur + dUz]
n 2 dZ dr

(1.3)

(1.4)

(displacement-strain relations)

E
t"= (1+v)(I-2v) [(l-v)e"+v(eee+ezz )]

E
tee = (l+v)(I-2v) [(1-v)eee + v(e" +ezz )]

E
tzz = (1 +v)(I-2v) [(I-v) ezz + v(e" +eee)]

E
tn = (1 +v) en

(Hooke's law)

(equilibrium-equations).

Practice shows that the cracking of glassfibre fortified PS when heated up or cooled down, is such

that the stress tn is the main cause of cracking. (The angle between the cracks and the boundary

of the cylinder is about 45°.) Furthermore, the other stresses will behave in a similar way as tn

near the ends z =± I. Therefore, tn is examined with more emphasis than the other unknowns.
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CHAPTER 2

2.1. Introduction

In this chapter we derive a Fredholm integral equation of the first kind for the unknown stress tn'

The derivation is based on some substitutions and a small change of the boundary conditions.

2.2. The non-dimensional equations

We write the equations (1.2), (1.3), (1.4) in a non-dimensional fonn. To do this we scale the vari

ables Un UZ ' r and z with R, tm tee, tzz and tn with E/(1-2v) (1 +v). Equations (1.2), (1.3), (1.4)

are now expressed using scaled variables, where without ambiguity the same symbols have been

used:

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

()Ur Ur
e" =-:;--, eee =- ,

or r

en = 1. [ ()ur + ()uz]
2 ()z ()r

t" =(1-v)e" + v(eee +ezz )

tee =(l-v)eee +v(e" +ezz )

tzz =(l-v)ezz + v(e"+eee)

tn =(1-2v)en

at" atn 1
-+-+-(t"-tee)=O
()r ()z r

()tn ()tzz 1
-+-+-t =0
()r ()z r n

with boundary conditions:

(2.4)

(2.5)

(2.6)

at z =0, r > 1 : Uz =0, tn =0

1
at r =1,0 < z < R : Ur =~, Uz =j3z, j3 =(apS-aglassftbr~) AT

1
at r = 1 , z > Ii : t" =tn = O.

Now, substitution of (2.2) and (2.1) into the first equation of (2.3) leads to the equation
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Ifwe set

(2.8)

for some eI' = eI'(r,z), then (2.7) is satisfied for

o2e1'
(2.9) uz=2(1-v)~eI'- dZ 2 '

02 1d ()2
where~= - + - - +-.

or2 r or dZ 2

Substitution of (2.8) and (2.9) into the second equation of (2.3) yields

(2.10) (l-2v)(1-v)MeI'=0.

So, we conclude that with the substitutions (2.8) and (2.9) all equations are satisfied if Mel' =0,

Le. CI> is biharmonic. Boundary conditions for CI> can be obtained from (2.4), (2.5), (2.6) and (2.8)

and (2.9).

We now take eI' of the fonn

(2.11)

with

CI>=p +z oQ
oz

(2.13)

(2.12) ~ =~Q =0.

o2Q ()2
(Notice that Mel' =~(~ +~Q + 2 -2) =2 -2 (~Q)=0.)

dZ oz

Then it is possible to express the displacements Ur and Uz and the stresses trr , tee, tzz and tn in

the functions

oP oQ
p(r,z) = oz ' q(r,z) = oz .

We find (use (2.8), (2.9), (2.11), (2.13), (2.2) and ~p =~ =0).
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(2.15)
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u=[_1.-] P + [_1- -z..-L] q
r dr dr drdZ

u = [_1.-] P + [(2-4V) 1- -z ~] q
Z dZ dZ dZ Z

trz=(1-2V)[[-~] P+[-2V~-Z d
3

] q]dZ dr dr dZ dr dZ Z

So, we can concentrate on the functions P and q.

2.3. The functions P and q

In this section we derive an expression for the functions P and q (see (2.13».
As already mentioned, P and q satisfy

(2.16) !!.p =!1q =O.

We use the method of separation of variables and assume that

(2.17) p(r,z)=pI(r)PZ(z) , q(r,z) =ql(r)qZ(z).

Then tJ.p = 0 implies

(2.18)
PI" + 1. PI' .n "___r -y_Z_

PI pz

Left- and right-hand side of (2.18) being functions of different variables, gives
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(2.19)

(2.21)

where Jl E JR.

We see that

(2.20) P2(Z ; 11) =aIL sinrJ;z) + b lL cosrJ; z).

Substituting s = VJ; r (11*0) into the first equation of (2.19) and multiplying by s2, yields

2 d
2

PI dpI 2
s ~+s~-s PI=O.

So P I satisfies a modified Bessel equation:

(2.22) PI (r; Jl) =CIL /o(~ r) + d lL Ko(-J; r) (J.1*0)

where /0 and Ko are the modified Besselfunetions of the first and second kind, respectively, of

orderO.

In case 11 =0, the solution of the first equation of (2.19) is given by

(2.23) PI (r ; 0) =C In(r).

(Of course, the same results hold for qI and q2.)

Now, in order to obtain the general fonn of the solution P we write

00

(2.24) p(r,z) = JPI (r ; Jl) P2(Z; 11) dll.
-00

However, with the aid of restrictions on the stresses and displacements and equations (2.14),

(2.15), the expressions for P (and q) may be simplified.

Firstly, because the stresses will tend to 0 for Iz I~ 00, we take P2(Z ; Jl) =0 for Il < O. (Also,

q2(Z ; Jl) =0 for Jl < 0.)

Secondly, because the stresses will also tend to 0 for r ~ 00, we take C fl =0 (see (2.22» for

Jl > O. (Again, we do the same for q.)

Furthennore, because of symmetry: ur(r,z) =ur(r,-z), uz(r,z) =-uz(r,-z); afl =0 (see (2.20» for

Jl> o. (And again the same for q.)

We now state, without really proving the result (see also [A.V.K.])
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-to -

p(r,z)=cln(r)+ j A~) [Ko(Ar)cos().z)-Ko(A)+AK}(A)In(r)]dA
o A:

(2.26) q(r,z) =j C~A) [K o(Ar) cos().z) - K o(A) + AK} (A) In(r)] dA.
o A:

In these formulas, C,A(A) and C(A) are unknown. We assume the coefficient functions A (A) and

C(A) to behave in such a way that it is allowed to differentiate the integrals in (2.25), (2.26) under

the integral sign.

Finally, we note that the conditions on C,A(A) and C(A) are detennined by the boundary condi

tions.

2.4. An integral equation for tn at r = 1

Now that we have found a representation for p and q and expressions for the displacements and

stresses in p and q, we may substitute these results into the boundary conditions (2.4), (2.5) and

(2.6) to obtain integral equations for the unknowns C,A(A) and C(A). If we determine the solu

tions c, A(A) and C(A) of these equations, then we also know the stresses and displacements by

(2.14) and (2.15).

However, we are mainly interested in the stress tn at r =I and it is possible, by means of a small

change of the boundary conditions, to derive an integral equation for this tn directly.

Therefore, instead of (1.1) consider the following boundary conditions

(2.27)

(i) at r =0, r > R :

(li) at r =R , z > 0 :

(iii) at r =R , 0 < z < 1:

(iv) at r = R , z > 1 :

Uz =0, tn =0

ur=O

Uz =~z

tn =0

This choice is motivated by the assumption that R « I. In other words, the displacement Ur in the

radial direction is small in comparison with uz. In non-dimensional form the new boundary con

ditions are:

(2.28) at z = 0, r > 1 Uz = 0, tn = 0

(2.29) at r = 1 , z > 0 Ur =0

(2.30) 1
at r = 1 , 0 < z < Ii : Uz = ~z



(2.31)
1

at r = 1 , Z > Ii : tn = O.
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Now, substitute the expressions (2.25), (2.26), (2.14), (2.15) into the new boundary conditions.

We then see that (2.28) is satisfied. The conditions (2.29), (2.30) and (2.31) yield the following

equations:

(2.32)

, (2.33)

and

(2.34)

-e- j A(~) [AKO'(A)COS(Az)+AK 1(A)]dA+
o A;

00

- J C~A) [AKO'(A) COS(Az) +).,K 1(A) - ZA2K O'(A) sin(Az)] dA = 0
o A

,Z > O.

j A~) [AKo()") sin(Az)]dA+
o A;

+ j C~A) [-2(l-2v»)"Ko()") Sin(Az) + z).,2 Ko()") COS(Az)] d).,= Pz
o A

+ j C~A) [2v).,2 K o'(A) Sin(Az) + Z).,3 K O'(A) COS(Az)] d)"] = 0
o A;

Use the relations

(2.35) K o'(A) = -K 1(A)

(2.36) K o"(A) = -K1'().,) = Ko().,) + ~ K 1().,)

and partial integration to show that (under the assumption lim C()") K 1().,) =0) (2.32) is
l~oo

equivalent to
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, 'tjZ > O.

Also, assuming that lim C(A) K0(1..) = 0 resp. lim AC(A) K 1(A) = 0, partial integration shows
A~- A~-

that (2.33) and (2.34) are equivalent to

(2.38) Isin(A>:)(K0(1.) [ A (A) - 2(~- 2.) CO.) - C'(A)] + K 1(A) CO.» dA =liz

I
,O<Z</i

and

-
(2.39) -{1-2v) JSin(Az) (K 1(A) [A (A) + 2v C(A)-AC'(A)] + Ko(A) AC(A)) dA = 0

o

Notice that (2.37) holds for all Z > O. IfZ J.,. 0 then the left-hand side of (2.37) tends to 0, so

(2.40) c =0,

and consequently

(2.41) K 1(A) [ A (A) +A2C(A) - c'(A)] + K 00.) CO.) =0 "" > O.

Substitution into (2.38) and (2.39) gives

(2.42) j Sin(Az) M(A) K 1(A) C(A)dA = ~z, 0 < Z < ~
o

where

[
KO(A)] 2 4(1-v) Ko(A)

(2.43) M(A) = - K 1(A) - AX 1(A) + 1 ,

and

(2.44) (1-2v)(2-2v) j sin(Az)K1(A)C(A)dA=O, z>..L.
a R

Finally, we notice that the left-hand side of (2.44) still represents trz at r = 1. Therefore, (Fourier

sine transfonn)

-
(2.45) (1- 2v)(2- 2v) K 1(A) C(A) = 1. Jsin(Az) t rz (1,z) dz

1t 0



(2.46)

(2.48)
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I

2 R .
= - Jsm(Az) trz(l,z)dz ,

11: 0

(the last equality is a result of trz(l,z) = 0 for z > ~).

Substitution of this result into (2.42) finally gives the Fredholm integral equation of the first kind

for trz at r = 1:

I

R [JK(z,x) trz(1,x) dx = 1I:(1-2v)(1-v) ~z, 0 < z < Ii '
o

where

00

(2.47) K(z,x) = JSin(Az) Sin(Ax) M(A)dA.
o

2.5. An approximate solution of the integral equation

We now derive an approximate solution of the integral equation (2.46).

Using the asymptotic expansion (see [Tranter], (3.24»

Kn(Z)=~ e-l ~ (n,s: '
2z s=() (2z)

1

where (n,s) is Hankel's symbol, Le. (n, 0) = 1, (n,s) = ~~ + '2 +s) ) ,gives
s. n+l-S

'2

(2.49) AM(A)=-(3-4v)+(l-2v) ~ + o(A-2) (A-+oo).

Now, the kernel K(z,x) can be written in the fonn

(2.50) K(z,x) = j sin(Az)sin(Ax) (AM(A) + (3-4v»dA-.!.(3-4v)In (z+x)~.
o A 4 (z-x)

(2.51)

(see also [Grad & Ryz] , 3.828.1).

Since the first part of the right-hand side is bounded, and since we expect the stress trz (l,x) to be

zero at x = 0 and large near x = [IR, it seems reasonable to assume that the dominant part of the

solution trz (1,x) of (2.46) is obtained from the equation

llR I
J[.!.(3-4v)ln(z-x)2]t(x)dx=1I:(l-2v)(1-v)~z, O<z <-R
o 4

or, equivalently



(2.52)
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lIR

J 't(X) dx - 21t(I-2v)(1-v) ~ 0 1-
- (34) ,<z<R·o z -x - v

(Of course, the integrals are principal value integrals.)

The general fonn of the solution r of the equation

1 c

J
r(x') ,

(2.53) -2 -,- dx =-a, 0 < x < c ,
1t 0 X -x

is given by

(2.54) r(x) =-2ax lh(c -xrlh - 2A c x-Ih (c _x)-Ih ,

for some constant A.

Applying this result to (2.52) and taking into account that we expect tn(I,x) to be zero near x =0,

we derive

(2.55) -2(1-2v) (I-v) Ih 1 Ih 1
tn(I,x)::: t(x) = (3-4v) ~x (/i-xr ,0 < x < R·

Now, in order to verify that we have a reasonable approximation for tn near x = ~ one might

show that tn = t(x)[1+a 1(1-- x) +a2(1-- x)2 + ... ] (x i 1-) where a 1 is bounded by means
R R R

of substituting tn into (2.46).

However, we have not carried out the computations to verify this.

We now conclude: it seems reasonable to state that the dimensional stress tn at r = R is given by

(2.56)
_ (I-v)..J;

tn(R,z) - -2E ~ (3 4) (1 _r:-- ' 0 < z < I.
- v +v) "'II-z

2.6. Some remarks on the results

From (2.56) we find that

(2.57)

If we define

(2.58)

..J;
tn(R,z) - f(z) = _r:-- (0 < z < I).

"'II-z

then f transfonns into
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~ _r~
(2.59) f(~, A) = ..fiji ='Il- 1 (0 < ~ < A).

For Al =50, and "-2 =10 and I - z e (0,5R] fis drawn below (see Fig. 5)
18.,....--------------------...,

16

14

12

10

8

6

4

2

0
e e.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5 5.5

Fig. S. The function ffor different A

For ~ «A, we see that f(~,Al) I f(~,A2)::: ~hl/A2' We conclude that for two glassfibres with the

same radius R but different lengths 11 and h (11 >12) the stress tn on a certain distance, e.g.

lR, 2R, etc., from the ends of a glassfibre about a factor "1 1112 larger is for the longer glassfibre.

Also, if we assume that there is some critical value tcr of tn (above which cracking might take

place), then the region where tn > tcr is, theoretically speaking, larger for the longer fibre.

Finally, we note that in our derivation of the integral equation we have made some assumptions

on the behaviour ofA (A) and C(A).

One might verify that these assumptions are justifiable (see [A.V.K.]).
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CHAPTER 3

3.1. Conclusions

We have investigated the stress tn on the boundary of a glassfibre in glassfibre fortified PS when

this PS is cooled down. This was done by looking at the stress tn in a semi-infinite body of

linearly elastic material with a cylindrical hole.

The choice for tn was motivated by the fact that this stress seems to be the main cause of the

cracking of the PS when it is heated up or cooled down, and by the fact that the other stresses

behave in a similar way.

We derived an approximate solution for tn(R,z) from which we conclude that the larger the quo-

tient oflength and radius ~ of the glassfibre, the larger the stress tn.

In fact, we found that for two glassfibres with the same radius R but different lengths 11 and 12
(11 >12) the stress tn near the ends of a fibre about ~11112 times larger is for the longer fibre.

Moreover, the region where tn is larger than some critical value will be greater for the longer

glassfibre.

So, in order to prevent the glassfibre fortified PS from cracking when the temperature changes,

one should try to take the ratio of radius and length R/1 of the glassfibre not too small.
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